
 

 

 
 

 
June 9, 2004 

 
IC 05-71 

 
 
 
To: CBOE Members and Member Firms 
 
From: Trading Operations Division 
 
RE: Preferred DPM 
 
CBOE is launching a new order-handling feature, Preferred DPM. The object of the 
Preferred DPM program is to further foster the relationships between the CBOE DPM 
community and Order Flow Providers and to bring additional order flow to the CBOE.  
 
Functionality:  Under its Hybrid 2.0 trading platform, CBOE has multiple, competing 
DPMs, including the floor-based DPM and up to 4 additional eDPMs that do not have a 
floor presence but remotely submit electronic quotes.  An order provider may, if desired, 
identify its “Preferred” DPM on any Market or marketable limit order (i.e. those eligible 
for automatic execution).  If the Preferred DPM is on the NBBO, then the Preferred DPM 
will be allocated a favorable portion of the executed quantity. If the Preferred DPM is not 
on the CBOE market, then the order will simply auto-ex against those market makers and 
DPMs that do comprise the disseminated quote, and the Preferred DPM will not be 
allocated any contracts.  Thus, the Preferred DPM feature still gives great incentive for 
competitive quoting.  It is important to note that orders marked by the order provider with 
a Preferred DPM are not delayed in the system or previewed in any fashion.  Rather, the 
functionality continues to provide for the automatic execution of eligible marketable 
orders.  Only the allocation of the executed contracts is affected. Non-marketable orders 
entered with a Preferred DPM identified, will route as if there was no Preferred DPM 
marked.  
 
Message Format: Interested firms will need to populate the OPTIONAL DATA field with 
specifically formatted information.  The use of the OPTIONAL DATA field was chosen 
to minimize the coding effort of the order providers. COMPASS, FIX and CMI are the 
three interfaces offered by CBOE for order routing.  All three contain a specific 
OPTIONAL DATA field, which is used to identify a preferred DPM.  For COMPASS, 
OPTIONAL DATA is sent in line 4C; for FIX, in tag 9324; and for CMI in the 
OPTIONALDATA segment of the message structure. In all three cases, the field must be 
populated as follows: 
 
Characters 1-2 = “P:” 



Characters 3-6 = “xyz;”, where xyz is the 3-alpha acronym that identifies the DPM (must 
be selected from the DPM acronym list provided below). 
 
 
 
Example:  “P: XYZ;”. 
 
Although this document summarizes the functionality and the required message formats, 
actual COMPASS, FIX and CMI specification documents are also available on the 
CBOE web site at http://systems.cboe.com/webAPI/. 
 
 
 
 
 
DPM & eDPM Acronym List 

Preferred 
Acronym Trading Group 
BWS Bear Wagner Specialists LLC 
BTT Botta Trading, Inc. 
CIT Citadel Derivatives Group LLC 
CDM Citigroup Derivatives Markets, Inc.  
CTC CTC LLC 
EQT Equitec 
GBR GBAR 
GNV Geneva Securities 
ONE Group One 
JST Jane Street Securities 
LAB LaBranche Structured Products LLC
PLT Platinum Trading LLC 
CED Red Cedar Trading 
SML Samuelson Trading 
SHD SLK/HULL Derivatives L.L.C. 
SMC SMC Option Management, LLC 
SPL Specialists DPM, L.L.C. 
SIG Susquehanna Inv. Group  
TDO TD OPTIONS, L.L.C. 
THI Timber Hill 
WLV Wolverine Trading, L.P. 
 
Orders that mistakenly attempt to preference a DPM that does not quote a given class will 
NOT cause the order to be rejected or delayed in any way within the CBOE system. 
Firms with questions about message formats should contact the API Testing Group at 



(312) 786-7300, and Mike Trees (312) 786-8408 or Anthony Montesano (312) 786-7365 
for questions regarding business functionality. 
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